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MFS AFRICA HELPING A MOBILE
MONEY LEADER GROW FURTHER

FOUNDED IN 2009

:

Headquartered in Johannesburg South Africa
,

MFS Africa develops and distributes tailored yet scalable mobile financial
solutions to underserved markets across Africa By opening up key financial
services to unbanked and under banked customers it increases financial
inclusion by providing accessible and affordable alternatives for
remittance and money transfers micro lending micro insurance micro
savings and payments
.
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170 mobile wallets

In business since 2010, with 45 employees in
Johannesburg, Accra, London and Lagos
Transaction value 2018:

924 million
average transaction value
growth 67

MFS Africa is the largest Mobile Money Hub
in Africa, with over 170 million wallets connected.
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What makes MFS Africa interesting
MFS Africa is the leader in the continent’s rapidly growing market for crossborder mobile payments. Launched in 2010, this innovative fintech helps
payments’ systems communicate with each other so people can send money
outside their network or country. It also enables its customers – banks, mobile
operators, merchants, utility providers and employers – to issue microloans,
sell airtime, accept e-payments and pay digital wages.
What makes MFS Africa stand out, however, is the way it does this: through a
single API and Hub model that scales faster and is much more cost-effective
and efficient than the alternative, which is to create multiple point-to-point
networks. MFS Africa already connects over 170 million mobile wallet
customers through its partnerships with mobile network operators, mobile
transfer operators, banks and corporate payments’ providers, and the
ambition is to further the popularity of mobile wallets as safe, convenient,
compliant and cost-effective delivery channels for international remittances.

How Goodwell is helping MFS Africa
The visions of MFS Africa is to build the largest cross-border digital
payments network in Africa and beyond. The company has reached scale
and is looking to expand its value proposition to higher utility and
margin-use cases that require greater domestic and cross-border
interoperability. The opportunity is to extend the MFS Hub from crossborder person-to-person payment (xP2P) into other use cases such as
diaspora remittances into Africa, cross-border merchant payment
within/from/to Africa and pan Africa e-commerce.
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7m
invested to date by management angel investors family offices
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Named second most innovative company in Africa
by Fast Company in 2017
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and VCs, including $4.3m by LUN, Goodwell Investments and
FMH

Figures from June 2017
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